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WELLWAIJ CONE BELT 
PERFECT FOR POTATOES

Do you require a conveyor belt for your separator of clods which is wear-resistant 
and conveys effectively stones, clods and foliage without damaging the vulnerable 
potatoes or bulbous plants? Choose the cone belt of Wellwaij Belting.

The Wellwaij cone belt has a rubber cone 
profile which is both rigid, wear-resistant 
and product friendly. At the separator roller 
the profile absorbs the pressure of the hard 
clods and stones while the potatoes are 
smoothly conveyed to a case or to the next 
conveyor belt. This vastly reduces the risk 
of product damage. Foliage and dirt are 
kept behind in the profile and automatically 
fall from the belt at the turning point.

Also suitable for clod separators
Wellwaij cone belts are often fitted in 
combination with Wellwaij hedgehog belts 
in professional clod separators.

Characteristics of the profile  
The cone belt consists of a rubber mat 
fitted on a PVC conveyor belt. This design 
offers various advantages: 

• The belt is relatively low in weight
• Can be fitted in equipment with 

smaller diameters
• The belt can be equipped with 

accessories, such as guiding ropes,  
spill edges etc.  

 

The cones are 30 mm high and have  
a center distance of 20 mm square.  
The cones are placed in line which  
makes it easy to remove any dirt with  
a comb or brush. 
 
Do you want some more information? 
Please feel free to contact us.
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ADVANTAGES
Highly wear-resistant
Product friendly
Easy to clean
Suitable for separating clods 
stones and foliage
Low in weight
Smaller roller diameters can  
be applied
Can be equipped with  
accessories     


